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The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), formed in 1919, is a voluntary non-governmental, non-profit association of organizations, each of which represents the chemists of a member country. Its objectives are:

• to promote continuing cooperation among the chemists of the member countries
• to study topics of international importance to pure and applied chemistry which need standardization or codification
• to cooperate with other international organizations which deal with topics of a chemical nature
• to contribute to the advancement and understanding of pure and applied chemistry in all its aspects

The membership of IUPAC presently comprises 42 countries, each represented by a national organization, such as an academy of science or research council.

National Adhering Organizations

Asociación Química Argentina (Argentina)  
Australian Academy of Science (Australia)  
Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften (Austria)  
National Comité voor Scheikunde/Comité National de Chimie (Belgium)  
Brazilian Chemistry Committee for IUPAC (Brazil)  
National Research Council of Canada (Canada)  
Sociedad Chilena de Química (Chile)  
Chinese Chemical Society, Beijing and Chemical Society located in Taipei (China)  
 Croatian Chemical Society (Croatia)  
Czech National Committee for Chemistry (Czech Republic)  
Det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab (Denmark)  
Academy of Scientific Research and Technology (Egypt)  
Suomen Kemian Seura (Finland)  
Comité National Français de la Chimie (France)  
Deutscher Zentralausschuss für Chemie (Germany)  
Association of Greek Chemists (Greece)  
Hungarian Academy of Sciences (Hungary)  
Indian National Science Academy (India)  
Royal Irish Academy (Ireland)  
Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities (Israel)  
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (Italy)  
Science Council of Japan (Japan)  
Korean Chemical Society (Korea)  
Kuwait Chemical Society (Kuwait)  
Koninklijke Nederlandse Chemische Vereniging (Netherlands)  
Royal Society of New Zealand (New Zealand)  
Norsk Kjemisk Selskap (Norway)  
Chemical Society of Pakistan (Pakistan)  
Polska Akademia Nauk (Poland)  
Sociedade Portuguesa de Quimica (Portugal)  
Colegio de Químicos de Puerto Rico (Puerto Rico)  
Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia)  
King Adbulaziz City for Science and Technology (Saudi Arabia)  
Slovak National Committee for Chemistry (Slovakia)  
Slovenian Chemical Society (Slovenia)  
Foundation for Research Development (South Africa)  
Comisión Interministerial de Ciencias y Tecnología (Spain)  
Svenska Nationalkommittén för Kerni (Sweden)  
Neue Schweizerische Chemische Gesellschaft (Switzerland)  
Royal Society (United Kingdom)  
National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences (USA)  
Union of Yugoslav Chemical Societies (Yugoslavia)